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what you can't enjoy in windows 7:. no more dragging and dropping icons off the desktop into a
folder. no more double-clicking start 'ing programs to open them up. no more pressing win+p, then

typing the name of a program, and pressing enter to start it. no more win+q, then clicking a menu to
close the current window. no more keyboard shortcuts to jump to the desktop, open the desktop

folder, open the control panel, open the user accounts menu, or open a specific user's control panel.
no more context menus on many controls. no more taskbars. as an it professional and a product of

microsoft i have my doubts as to the useability of the os, updates and patches. i use microsoft office
for work and cannot imagine why anyone would, it has become quite a pain on windows 7. i'll discuss
update and security issues later on. for starters, you can't just install microsoft office 2010 without it
asking for an activation code, and getting it online is a pain in the butt. google drive has been my go-
to data storage platform until now. without having internet connection for the life of windows 10, i'm
in no hurry to have it connected again so i'm kind of stuck. the notification on the desktop that would
normally alert me of when a large update is available on windows 7 has been removed. so i'm kind of

clueless when it comes to getting an update. the internet connection troubles are not limited to
microsoft office either. netflix, hulu, etc are all having similar problems, and no one seems to know
why. if you're not downloading a windows 10 education edition, don't bother downloading it, it's a

waste of time.
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went with a 32 bit iso for windows 8.1 a a work in progress, because the upgraded version of
windows 7, from 32bit to 64bit, doesn’t work. i had to reinstall the windows 7 iso a few times to get it

working. now that i have it working and have updated my bios, i will be testing the 64bit version. i
have a copy of windows 8.1 retail dvd. i have activated my windows 7 license, but when i try to

install the windows 8.1 dvd, i am greeted with a message saying that windows 8.1 is not supported.
what should i do? i've been using this program for over a year now and love it. it works perfectly on
my two machines and does everything i need. i have it set to log me in automatically on startup and

then go to my home folder. i have it set to check my mail in the background and notify me when
something comes in. i have it set to look for new releases of the windows updates and install them

automatically. i have it set to turn off my computer at the end of the day and keep it on all night. this
program has saved me a ton of time. i have it on my other machines and it works fine. for example

when i type in my password it has a red background and all the characters are red and the light blue
letters are invisible (these are the only two examples of any kind of problem i found. my other

problems are with the native install. i was finally able to get it to install but when it was finished it
gave me a message that it was complete and had a blue ribbon around it. this ribbon seemed to turn
black and white and seemed to cover up the rest of the screen and i had to restart my computer to

get it to go away. when it had completed it asked me for my serial number and i gave it a serial
number and hit enter but nothing happened. then it started to download some updates and then told

me to restart the computer. when i restarted it and turned on the computer i got the windows
welcome screen and it was like i had never shut my computer off. i was hoping that it would work so
i could go back to windows 7 but i just cant get it to work. i want to be able to use my computer to
do everything i was doing before but now nothing works. i can call up any of my programs but i can

do nothing else. my email doesnt work, i can't play my games, i can't get the internet to work,
windows updates dont work, all my sound doesnt work and none of my pictures work. i tried to

reinstall and it wont let me. it keeps asking for my serial number and i gave it one and then it says it
is complete and i hit enter and nothing happens at all. any suggestions please? 5ec8ef588b
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